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  CADS Report publishes private, secret, and classified nonsense about the state of the UK and 
the Netherlands from anonymous news sources. 

I smell 
something 

fishy

 Barmy CADS ARMY lunch venue experiment goes belly up. 

Putin’s Pet Piranha
 to speak at next 

CADS ARMY lunch. 

Venue a secret.

I think we’re 
Belugad
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 Oddly Enough News
Proof that true stories are weirder than made-up stories.

Chicken egg? 
Egg Chicken?
Man’s oldest riddle has been 
solved. It was a dog called 

Rex.(Dogasaurus Rex)

4-year-old re-elected mayor 
DORSET, Minn. — A 4-year-old has been          

re-elected as mayor of the tiny tourist town of   
Dorset in northern Minnesota.

Robert "Bobby" Tufts' was only 3 when he won 
election last year. Emma Tufts said her son plans 

to eat dinner and then go fishing or have a 
bonfire to celebrate.

After millions of years of unfreedom    
attached by chain to a wall called 

Hadrian the English have been finally 
released. The Scots are now free to 

brew whisky, print their own poonds and 
toss their cabers.

Great Britain to be renamed 
Great Kitten

Mix up at chicken maternity ward
Florence the chicken was alerted by her 
eldest son that perhaps, just maybe his 
mother has taken home the wrong baby.

Scientists solve mystery of the bathroom mirror: If space is truly infinite and has an isotopic matter distribution, then probability dictates 
that there is an exact copy of you in the universe within 10 to the 10^28 meters of you, due to the finite possible arrangements of matter.
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 Oddly Enough News
Proof that true stories are weirder than made-up stories.

The following stories occur with such frequency that we think they mark the 
beginning of the end for the word ‘odd’....

Even though they have a mapping service used 
by everyone on the planet, a certain global search 
engine company can’t seem to find the tax office 
in many countries where they operate. 

Family member thought to be dead, but attends 
his own funeral.

In middle of an obvious drug raid, customer 
wanders up and asks cop if he can buy some 
drugs.

Starts fire because can't stop smoking even 
though hooked up to oxygen machine.

Gasoline thieves check quantity in tank by using 
a match or lighter to peer inside

A loved one died at home, but the relative never 
gets around to burying him or her.

Tiny human removed from humongous 
abdominal cyst the size of pluto.  

Husband takes his wife back even though she 
just tried to kill him.

Burglars leave footprints in snow, directly to 
their homes.

Fake policemen stops real cop in car with 
flashing lights.

Elderly motorist makes wrong turn while on 
her way from London to Edinburgh and ends 
up circling London on the M25 for days. Police 
too amused to pull her over. 

Young criminals videotape their entire crime 
on iPhone and post it on Facebook. 

Vowel rich African country invades neighbours 
to steal all their consonants. 

Written, designed, collected and mashed up like a quivering potato by John Richardson  | www.johnthecopywriter.com. |   Over to you Mike...>>> 

http://www.johnthecopywriter.com
http://www.johnthecopywriter.com
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For the February CADS 
meeting, we decamped 
f r o m t h e A p o l l o t o        
A m s t e r d a m C e n t r a l      
Station, where we dined 
in style in the 1e Klas 
Lounge on platform 2. 
A great time was had by all, and 
there are a number of photos 
posted on the website. We will re-
peat the experience in May, when 
member Inder Singh has kindly 
volunteered to arrange a cultural 
entertainment for us. More about 
that later on, but do let me know if 
you have any particular venues we 
might try out…

	 	

It will not have escaped 
your notice, that there is a 
certain referendum vote 
going on in the UK this 
year involving Scotland’s 
continued membership or 
otherwise.
After both the EU and the Bank of England 
refused to allow an independent Scotland ac-
cess to their currencies, the first minister of 
Scotland has now come up with a third pro-
posal for a real Scottish currency. Member 
Christine Dunsmore was kind enough to pro-
vide a sample for us 

!

Once the Afghanistan troop drawdown is completed at 
the end of this year, it has been remarked that 2015 
will be the first year for the past century when British 
troops will not be engaged in a war somewhere in the 
world. On hearing this, several have suggested that it 
is past time that we returned to the Crimea for  some 
exercise – or alternatively march to Bannockburn for 
a rematch! As John Donnelly might say: “Doon’t count 
yeer chickens, laddie!”

Local elections in The Netherlands were accompanied 
by a local tax bill increased by almost 10% this year. 
This made the voting decision easy – ask who didn’t 
vote for the increase, and vote for them! In Voorscho-
ten the only opposition to an above inflation increase 
was from the VVD. Clear enough?

Next Friday we are privileged to have Sir Geoffrey 
Adams as our guest speaker. He will be speaking on 
the need for reform in the EU, and I expect he will not 
mince his words  We will be joined by guests from the 
NBCC, IoD, PAiE, and BritSoc. Please feel free to invite 
business colleagues along.

Latest news from the UK: Mr Osborne made major 
changes to pensions in his budget. Tory PR was a      
disaster, with this advert appearing:  

!


